
Dear Parents, 

Each Friday you will send the homework back in the homework folder. You may 

have your child write more than one day’s of homework per sheet to save on paper. 

You may draw a line between days. If you have a stapler at home, I would greatly 

appreciate it if you staple the papers together with your child’s name on the 

packet. If you do not have a stapler, then I will have a set up to do that. I will look 

at the homework over the weekend and return it the following week.  

Thank you for your support, 

Lisa Flagg 

 

Homework for the month of March 

 

Monday- Read this week’s article silently and then out loud. Use a highlighter or 

crayon to mark the words that need to be clarified. Write the words on your 

homework. Discuss what text features the author used and why? Have your child 

write one of the text features that he noticed. Text features include: headings, 

captions, photographs, bold words, labels, glossary, etc.  

 Mar. 3- Map Symbols and Keys 

 Mar. 10- What Are Seasons? 

 Mar. 17- Lewis and Clark 

 Mar. 24- Polar Animals 

 

Tuesday- Solve the problem and in a sentence tell how you got the answer. I found 

ten, I looked for a double fact and added one or subtracted one from it, etc. 

 Mar. 4- 4+6   Mar. 11- 7+3 Mar. 18 5+5 Mar. 25  8+8 

      4+6+4        7+6      5+4        8+7  

      6+ 5+ 4        7+9      5+6        8+9 

 

Wednesday- Reread this week’s article and write the main idea of the article for 

the week. Then write 3 supporting facts about the article.  

 



Thursday-  

 Mar. 6- Figure out the following problems using a number line. 

 Caleb has 6 more cars than Matthew. Matthew has 7 cars. How many 

cars does Caleb have? Explain how you figured out your answer in a 

sentence or two.  

 Sixteen rabbits were in the garden. Some of the rabbits hopped away. 

Then there were 12 rabbits. How many rabbits hopped away? Explain 

how you figured out your answer in a sentence or two.  

Mar. 13- Figure out the following problems using a tens frame. 

 Mom leprechauns found 13 more shamrocks than the children. The 

children leprechauns took 4 shamrocks. How many shamrocks did the 

Mom leprechauns find?  Explain how you figured out your answer in a 

sentence or two. 

 Jimmy has 3 cookies, 6 cupcakes, and 7 candies. Figure out how many 

treats Jimmy has altogether.  Explain how you figured out your 

answer in a sentence or two. 

Mar. 20- Use a number line to solve these problems. Make big jumps of 7 

spaces not little ones- from 0 to 7 and then 6 more in a big jump. 

 Draw a number line to match this problem.   7+ 6+4= 17    Explain how 

you figured out your answer in a sentence or two.  

 Draw a number line to match this problem.   3+ 9 +7= 19    Explain how 

you figured out your answer in a sentence or two.  

Mar. 27 – Tell if the number sentence is true or false.  

 6+3 +4 = 3+10 

 12= 9+4 

 12- 8= 8- 12 

 8+7=7+9 

   

Friday- Return the homework for this week . Monday,Tuesday, and Thursday’s 

written work needs to be turned in.  


